
Prerunner Mirrors Installation Instructions (In Progress) 

 

1. Remove the factory plastic mirror housing from the aluminum mirror mount that is attached to the door. At the 

bottom of the mount on the door on the outside of the vehicle there are 3 phillips head screws. Remove these 3 

screws (be careful as these can easily be stripped). 

 

2. The 3 factory screws are held in with lock tight and may be very difficult to remove. If you are unable to remove 

by hand, use a hammer drill to remove the 3 screws. 

a. For easier access, remove the plastic interior panel covering the tweeter speaker. This cover pops off 

from the top. Once the speaker cover is off, remove the 3x 10mm bolts holding the mirror mount to the 

door as shown. This will allow you to orient the mirror mount in a better position to access the 3 screws. 

Once the 3 screws have been removed, you can reattach the mirror mount to the door. 

 



 

3. Pull up and remove the mirror housing from the mirror mount. The Mirror will have wiring connected inside the 

mount. You will need to cut the wiring to remove the stock mirror housing from the mount. 

a. If you wish fully remove the wiring for the mirror, disconnect the connector behind the door panel and 

pulling the wires out from the rubber mirror gasket. 

 

4. Using a drill, ream the 3 original mounting holes to fit the ¼” mounting bolts included.  

 



5. Thread the 3 socket head screws up from the bottom of the OE mount and thread them through the new mirror 

bracket. Do not overtighten. 

 

a. 1996-1999 4Runners: Install the 1” screw in the forward most hole and the 1-1/4” screws in the rear two 

holes 

b. 2000-2002 4Runners: Install the ¾” screw in the forward most hole, the 1-1/4” screw goes in the 

outermost rear hole and the 1-1/2” screw goes in the innermost rear hole. 

 

 



 

6. Complete steps 1-5 on both sides. 

7. If installing with supplied 6” convex mirrors, remove the L bracket from the ball stud using a ½” wrench. The L 

bracket can be discarded as it will not be used. Retain the bolt for mirror installation. 

 

 

8. Install the mirror to the center hole of the mirror bracket using the existing bolt. 



a. Note: The 3 screws surrounding the ball stud on the mirror can be loosened or tightened to adjust how 

tight the ball pivot is. 

 

9. With a partner, get in your regular driving position and have your partner pivot the mirrors until they are 

adjusted to your liking. If you are alone, make adjustments and recheck until satisfied with their position. 

10. Installation is complete. Enjoy your new mirrors and increased visibility! 

 


